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the garmin g1000 family is designed for the most
demanding applications, including the c-130,
apache, king air and gulfstream products. these
avionics systems are all verified to a specific
standards set that is industry-wide, ensuring your
aircraft meets required performance standards.
the g1000 integrates all your critical avionics
functions in a single, easy-to-use, touch-controlled
cockpit solution. the g1000 family also offers a
choice of fiberglass or aluminum panel cowlings,
allowing you to personalize your cockpit to fit your
own unique preferences and style. with g1000,
you can manage all of your aircraft functions and
display real-time data on the g1000 mfd. and
g1000 offers dual-linked ads-b equipment
integration for additional airport situational
awareness. want to express your individuality its
easy to customize your d2 delta watch with free
downloads from our connect iq store. change your
watch face, add data fields, or get apps and
widgets for information at a glance. theres also a
wide selection of quickfit bands in your choice of
premium leather, metal or silicone so you can
reconfigure the watch for any occasion, activity or
adventure, with no tools required. just swap, click
and go. at garmin, were all about offering the
options to make your d2 aviator watch uniquely
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yours. aviators and air adventurers come in all
sizes. thats why the d2 delta series offers multiple
models that vary in size to fit every wrist and
every lifestyle. featuring a smaller-sized (42 mm)
form factor with a rose goldtone bezel, premium
beige leather band and scratch-resistant domed
sapphire crystal lens, the d2 delta s model is built
for those who want all the garmin d2 technology
and performance in a fashion forward, more
compact format. with a rich array of color
mapping, weather, waypoint reference and flight
logging features, d2 delta s is a true gps-based
flight system that you can count on to provide
reliable on-wrist situational reference and backup
navigation in your cockpit. then, between flights,
you can use the latest sport watch features
including elevate wrist-based heart rate
monitoring, daily activity tracking, training metrics
and more to keep up with your personal fitness
goals. for these intense activities, each d2 delta
version comes with a soft, flexible white silicone
sports band, offering easy quickfit band
replacement without tools. and wherever you
travel, smart notifications (emails, text messages,
alerts and more) can display on the watch to help
you stay in the know while on the go.
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garmin pilot is also available as a standalone app.
it provides your smartphone with a full aviation

experience, including a heads-up display, an
interactive map and an extensive database of

training and flight planning courses. you can use
garmin pilot to receive alerts and perform

functions directly from your smartphone. you can
also use the compatible garmin connect mobile
app to share your aviation activities with your
online community and your fellow pilots. the

garmin d2 family of premium gps aviator watches
was the first to put true global flight navigation
capability on the wrists of forward-looking pilots
and flying enthusiasts. now, with our d2 delta

series, weve brought this technology to whole new
levels of capability and connectivity. with

advanced aviation and sport watch functions,
these sleek new designs available in 3 sizes

accent your style while helping to navigate your
day. these watches also include handy features

such as storage for up to 500 songs and our
garmin pay contactless payment solution. with
installation approval available for hundreds of
aircraft models, adding a gtn system to your

cockpit is a straightforward, all-bases-covered
proposition. it meets certification requirements for
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far part 23, 25, 27 and 29 operators and is
approved for installation by multiple aviation

authorities, including the faa in the u.s., easa in
canada, tcca in canada and anac in brazil. user

familiarization courses are available in person or
online, and self-study options are available via our
free downloadable pc trainer or ipad app. and for
worry-free flying, your gtn system comes with an
industry-leading 2-year warranty (and optional
flightlevel extended warranty), backed by our
award-winning product support team. see your
authorized garmin installation center for more

information on scheduling a gtn upgrade for your
aircraft. 5ec8ef588b
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